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Introduction

Open source hardware development, while a relatively recent phenomenon, has its roots deeply embedded in the 
principles of collaboration, transparency, and shared knowledge. The concept of open source, which was initially confined to 
the realm of software, has gradually expanded to encompass tangible hardware production and development. This shift has 
been most evident in sectors such as science, engineering, and information and communication technology (ICT), where the 
principles of open source have been applied to create innovative solutions and products [1].

The history of open source can be traced back to the early efforts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) Artificial Intelligence (AI) Lab in 1971 [2], initially focusing on code access freedom. Evolving principles significantly 
impacted commercial and custom apps, though challenges like intellectual property and licensing persisted. Open 
source hardware offers innovation, rapid prototyping, and tailored solutions, reducing development time and improving 
software optimization. Flexibility in customization is key, addressing computational reproducibility through open policies 
and standards. The evolution of open source from software to hardware has been a gradual process, marked by a series 
of significant milestones. Bonvoisin et al, [1] indicated that one of the key factors contributing to this evolution has been 
the standardization of practices in open source hardware. Standardization contributes to the formation of a recognizable 
identity and enables interactions with a wider community. Early standardization initiatives focused on aspects such as 
licensing, intellectual property, and documentation formats.

The advent of 3D printing technology has played a pivotal role in the realization of open source hardware designs, 
particularly in the medical and energy sectors. The ability to rapidly prototype and manufacture physical objects based 
on digital designs has opened up new avenues for innovation and collaboration. The introduction of open source Process 
Development Kits (OpenPDK) by Skywater technologies in June 2020 has further democratized the hardware design 
process, eliminating barriers to Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) design [1].

Despite significant progress in open source hardware, it’s still early compared to software. Challenges like open 
tool chains, modularity, and hardware-specific standards persist. Yet, its potential advantages -quicker development, 
higher success chances, and optimized software - drive future exploration. However, embracing open source hardware 
faces obstacles, including rising chip design costs and diminishing Moore’s law benefits [3]. Complexity and licensing 
complexities, especially when contrasted with open source software, are challenges [4]. Additionally, the lack of strong 
support systems, akin to software repositories, poses another hurdle.

Researchers utilize open source hardware to access advanced technology, particularly in financially and 
infrastructurally constrained scientific settings [5]. DIY technologies, a type of open tech, are prevalent, especially in 
underfunded countries. Beyond financial accessibility, open hardware benefits labs through local production and direct 
knowledge transfer. While it offers opportunities, challenges persist. This paper delves into open source hardware practices 
in science, engineering, and ICT, aiming to bolster a robust, unified framework for future adoption.

Literature Review

The literature on open source hardware development is vast and diverse, encompassing a range of topics from the 
standardization of practices in open source hardware [1] to the opportunities and challenges presented by open-source 
hardware. This literature review aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the key themes and findings from the existing 
body of research, focusing on the sectors of science, engineering, and ICT.

Open source hardware derived from the software field, particularly from the Open-Source Software (OSS) space, per 
Heradio [6]. OSSC is software licensed to allow others to modify and distribute its source code. This OSS space has been 
growing in popularity over the years, achieving significant importance. Consequently, numerous successful initiatives have 
embraced this ethos, exemplified by prominent projects such as the Linux operating system and the Apache web server. This 
philosophy has, in turn, spawned an analogous movement that extends the principles of openness to the realm of electronic 
hardware design, giving rise to what is known as Open-Source Hardware (OSHW). This OSHW field formed the basis for 
this, and many other studies, with key themes emerging.
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 One of the key themes in the literature is the standardization of practices in open 
source hardware. Bonvoisin et al. [1] argue that standardization is a crucial component 
in the maturation of any field of technology as it contributes to the formation of a 
recognizable identity and enables interactions with a wider community. Their study 
reviews past and current standardization initiatives in the field of Open Source 
Hardware (OSH), focusing on aspects such as licensing, intellectual property, and 
documentation formats. They also introduce two standards that are currently being 
released and call for early users and contributors, the DIN SPEC 3105 and the Open 
Know How Manifest Specification. Another significant theme in the literature is the 
opportunities and challenges presented by open-source hardware. Gupta et al. [3] 
argues that while innovation in hardware is slowing due to the rising costs of chip 
design and diminishing benefits from Moore’s law and Dennard scaling, open source 
can help hardware innovation. However, they note that this has not yet happened 
due to several reasons, including the need for an open tool chain, modularity, and 
hardware-specific interface standards.

The literature also discusses the application of open source hardware in various 
sectors. For instance, Wenzel [5] discusses the use of open source hardware in scientific 
environments characterized by economic and infrastructural constraints. He argues 
that DIY technologies, which are a form of open technologies, are already widespread, 
especially in countries with lower science funding. Beyond financial accessibility, 
Wenzel suggests that open hardware can be transformational to the technology access 
of laboratories through advantages in local production and direct knowledge transfer. 
Also, Fingerhuth et al. [7] review a wide range of open source software for quantum 
computing, covering all stages of the quantum toolchain from quantum hardware 
interfaces through quantum compilers to implementations of quantum algorithms. In 
the context of scientific instruments, there are challenges posed by the explosion in the 
volume of data produced as spatial and temporal resolutions of scientific instruments 
improve. They propose a design workflow that allows for the exploration of 
algorithmically complex hardware designs and the development of reusable hardware 
libraries for scientific instruments at the edge. Within the realm of the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) sector, the work of Miljković et al, (2021) centres 
on the nuanced distinctions between the sharing and reutilization paradigms of Free 
and Open-source Software (FOSS) as opposed to Open Hardware (OH). The authors 
posit that the differential support between these two domains can be attributed to the 
inherent intricacies inherent in OH’s digital structure and licensing arrangements. In 
light of this, they propose that the utilization of the FAIR principles, which encompass 
the enhancement of Open Hardware’s findability, accessibility, interoperability, and 
reusability, holds the potential to effectively address this substantial challenge [4].

In conclusion, the literature on open source hardware development is rich and 
diverse, however, there are still gaps in our understanding, particularly in relation to 
the best practices in open source hardware development across the sectors of science, 
engineering, and ICT. This paper aims to contribute to filling these gaps by providing 
a detailed exploration of the best practices in these sectors.

Methodology

The methodology employed in this study is designed to facilitate a high-level 
categorization of open source hardware to support further development and easier 
access for users. This approach is underpinned by a comprehensive review of the 
literature and analysis of existing open source hardware projects.

Literature Review

The first step in our methodology involved a comprehensive review of the 
literature on open source hardware development, with a particular focus on best 
practices in the sectors of science, engineering, and ICT. This review provided valuable 
insights into the opportunities, challenges, and best practices in this field, and helped 
to identify gaps in our understanding, particularly in relation to the categorization of 
open source hardware.

Analysis of Existing Open Source Hardware Projects

Following the literature review, we conducted an analysis of existing open 
source hardware projects. This involved collecting data on a wide range of projects, 
including their objectives, the sectors they operate in, the technologies they use, and 
the communities they serve. This data was then analyzed to identify common themes 
and patterns, which informed the development of our categorization framework.

Categorization Framework

The categorization framework developed in this study is designed to provide a 
structured approach to understanding and navigating the diverse landscape of open 
source hardware. The framework is based on two key dimensions, sector and area of 
application.

Sector: This dimension relates to the sector in which the open source hardware project 
operates, such as science, engineering, or ICT. Understanding the sector can provide 
insights into the specific needs and challenges that the project is designed to address.

Area of Application: This dimension relates to the area that the open source hardware 
project serves. This can include cross sector areas such as medical devices, machinery 
and energy, as well as sectoral specific areas such as production tool.

By categorizing open source hardware projects along these dimensions, we can 
create a structured and accessible framework that supports further development and 
easier access for users.

Categorization of Open Source Hardware Innovation

Open source hardware innovation can be generally categorized into three 
high-level vertical sectors: Science, Engineering, and ICT. Each sector presents 
unique opportunities and challenges for open source hardware development, and 
understanding these can help to inform the design and implementation of open 
source hardware projects. A number of cross-sectoral areas are proposed namely, 
communications, electronics, machinery, other engineering, energy, environmental, 
production tools, scientific hardware and medical devices. These classifications, and 
the cross sectoral areas of relevance can be seen below in figure 1. 
 

Science

The science sector encompasses a broad range of disciplines, from physics 
and chemistry to biology and earth sciences. Open source hardware in this sector 
often involves the development of scientific instruments and equipment, such as 
microscopes, spectrometers, and environmental sensors. For example, the Open 
Science Drone Toolkit [8] demonstrates the potential of using affordable, accessible, 
and customizable open source software and hardware for capturing research-grade 
aerial data. Similarly, the OpenMetBuoy-v2021 [9] offers an easy-to-build, affordable, 
and customizable open-source instrument for oceanographic measurements, 
emphasizing its adaptability in both sea ice and open ocean environments. In 
healthcare, the development of an Arduino-based heartbeat detection device for real-
time ECG analysis represents a significant innovation in the field of medical science 
[10].

The democratization of design in scientific innovation has also been explored, 
with case studies highlighting the design and social impact of collaboratively designed 
open source hardware instruments [11]. Furthermore, tools for public participation 
in science have been developed to support the efficient and inclusive dissemination of 
Open Science Hardware (OSH), fostering greater community involvement in scientific 
endeavours, In the realm of material identification, the potential of low-cost hardware 
combined with open source software has been utilised in reality [12], emphasizing 

Figure 1: Proposed catagorisation of Open Source Hardware Innovation.
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its utility not just for professional researchers but also for citizen science initiatives. 
Additionally, the introduction of COSI Measure, [13] an automated open source 
measurement system, showcases the capability of open source hardware to offer sub 
millimetre resolution for a diverse range of applications.

Engineering

The engineering sector involves the application of scientific and mathematical 
principles to design and build structures, machines, and systems. Open source 
hardware in this sector can range from mechanical devices and electrical circuits to 
complex systems like robots and drones [3]. Demir et al [14] discuss the use of flexible 
radio platforms in telecommunications training represents a significant innovation 
in the field of engineering education. As discussed, 3D printing was drive ben the 
development of open source hardware in the engineering sector. 3D printing has 
become an integral part of the engineering sector, offering innovative solutions and 
applications. In the realm of tissue engineering, 3D printing techniques have been 
employed to fabricate complex structures, such as scaffolds, that can be used for 
various biomedical applications [15].

Additionally, the integration of the Internet of Things (IoT) with 3D printing has 
been explored, with Aradhya [16] showcasing the potential of open source hardware 
and software tools in enhancing the efficiency of 3D printing processes and enabling 
remote engineering capabilities. Furthermore, the educational aspect of engineering 
has also embraced 3D printing. Tutorials have been developed to impart knowledge 
and skills related to 3D printing to undergraduate engineering students [17], 
categorizing the learning outcomes into primary, secondary, and tertiary levels. This 
not only equips students with practical skills but also fosters an understanding of the 
potential applications of 3D printing in real-world engineering scenarios.

ICT

The ICT sector involves the use of computers and telecommunications to store, 
retrieve, transmit, and manipulate data. Open source hardware in this sector can range 
from computer components and networking devices to complex systems like servers 
and data centres [3]. For example, the growth of a community that shares digital 3D 
designs has created an opportunity to study, encourage and stimulate innovation in 
the ICT sector [18].

The implementation of TEMPEST, a technique developed that involves receiving 
electromagnetic signals from a video interface to infer the image displayed on 
a monitor, showcases the potential of software-defined radio in the ICT sector. 
Similarly, the adoption of FIWARE, an open-source standard platform, has been 
explored by Rodriguez et al [19] in the context of smart farming, indicating its 
potential applicability in various ICT domains. ICT support tools for hardware 
development in the open source sphere have also emerged, tools for example e Sim, 
offering open-source solutions for mixed-signal and microcontroller simulations, 
catering to a diverse audience from students to startups. Similarly, innovations such 
as Hecatonquiros showcase the adaptability of open-source hardware, providing 
platforms for developing robotic manipulators suitable for various applications, 
including aerial manipulations in the ICT domain [20].

Cross-Sectoral Areas

In addition to these three vertical sectors, there are a number of cross-
sectoral areas that are relevant to open source hardware innovation. These include 
communications, electronics, machinery, other engineering, energy, environmental, 
production tools, scientific hardware and medical devices. These areas represent key 
domains of application for open source hardware and offer unique opportunities for 
innovation and collaboration. This groupings can help collected, organise and refine 
the developments in the open source hardware field. The categorization of open source 
hardware innovation into these vertical sectors and cross-sectoral areas provides a 
structured approach to understanding and navigating the diverse landscape of open 
source hardware.

Standout Applications in the Proposed Sectors and Subcategories

Standout applications in the key sectors and areas include the following:

Communications

Amateur Radio
The Homebrew D-STAR Radio and HackRF One are standout examples of open 
source hardware projects in the field of amateur radio. These projects provide amateur 
radio enthusiasts with the tools and resources they need to experiment with radio 
communication and contribute to the amateur radio community [21].

Video Electronics
In the field of video electronics, the Milkymist One video synthesizer and the Neuros 
OSD digital video recorder are examples of open source hardware projects that have 
made significant contributions (Zhang & Wawrzynek,2011). These projects provide 
users with the tools and resources they need to experiment with video production and 
distribution.

Networking
In the field of networking, the NetFPGA hardware platform and the OpenPicus 
platform [22,23] for smart sensors and Internet of things are examples of open source 
hardware projects that have progressed this area according to Mitola & Maguire [24]. 
These projects provide users with the tools and resources they need to experiment 
with networking and IoT technologies. The NetFPGA platform facilitates the swift 
prototyping of networking devices, offering a cohesive environment for open-source 
applications in software-defined networking (SDN) across both hardware and software 
realms [22]. This platform empowers users to innovate and pioneer new networking 
technologies and protocols. Conversely, the OpenPicus platform is tailored for smart 
sensors and IoT applications, presenting a modifiable open-source foundation for the 
creation and launch of smart sensor networks [23].

Wireless Networking
In the field of wireless networking, projects like the Sun SPOT hardware-software 
platform for sensor networks, the USRP universal software radio peripheral, the 
PowWow Power Optimized Hardware and Software FrameWork for Wireless Motes, 
the Twibright RONJA free-space optic system, and the SatNOGS software-hardware 
project for a global low Earth orbit satellite ground station, as discussed by [25] are 
examples of open source hardware projects that have made significant contributions.

Electronics

Cameras
Open-source cameras, constructed using transparent hardware and software 
components, have revolutionized the realm of photography and videography, 
granting users unparalleled flexibility to tailor them to specific requirements. This 
adaptability, coupled with cost-effective innovation, has been pivotal in advancing 
scientific methodologies. The integration of open-source hardware designs with 
economical optoelectronic and robotics elements has spurred the creation of bespoke 
lab equipment, including cameras [26].

A great example of this is the ESP32-CAM module. This device amalgamates a 
2MP camera with a dual-core 32-bit processor, supplemented by Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
connectivity, and diverse I/O interfaces. Supported by the Arduino programming 
language and an array of open-source libraries, it’s an ideal candidate for programmable 
camera research and has been adapted for various experimental camera configurations 
[27]. The versatility of open-source cameras extends beyond mere hardware. In digital 
image forensics, they’ve been instrumental in employing deep learning techniques for 
open-set source camera device identification, a process that discerns the originating 
camera model of a digital image [15].

Computer Systems
Open-source computer hardware systems, grounded in the principles of collaboration, 
transparency, and accessibility, have emerged as transformative forces in the 
technological landscape. A primary draw of open-source computer hardware lies in 
its cost-effectiveness. The democratization of hardware designs allows individuals 
and organizations to sidestep the hefty expenses tied to proprietary systems. This cost 
advantage has propelled platforms like Arduino and Raspberry Pi to the forefront, 
especially in educational arenas, enabling students to delve into hardware development 
and swiftly craft prototypes [28]. Beyond affordability, the inherent flexibility of 
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open-source hardware stands out. Users are empowered to tailor and adapt designs 
to their unique requirements, fostering innovation and paving the way for novel 
applications [29]. This adaptability, coupled with the spirit of collaboration, accelerates 
technological progression [30].

The rise of open-source hardware has also catalysed the expansion of the Internet 
of Things (IoT). Platforms built on open-source foundations offer economical and 
user-friendly avenues for crafting IoT devices and applications. When integrated 
with protocols like MQTT, these devices seamlessly weave into the broader internet 
fabric, enabling real-time control and connectivity [28]. Notably, the computer 
systems sector has been enriched by trailblazing projects such as Arduino, Raspberry 
Pi, OpenPOWER, RISC-V, and Parallella, among others. These initiatives equip users 
with the tools to explore and innovate in computing, underscoring the transformative 
potential of open-source hardware [28,30].

Peripherals
In the field of peripherals, the Nitrokey USB [31] key for data and email encryption is an 
example of an open source hardware project, which helped to provide open solutions 
for a secure and customizable solution for data and email encryption. It offers features 
such as strong encryption algorithms, secure key storage, and support for various 
encryption protocols, all of which are in demand in the space [32]. The open-source 
nature of the project allows users to review and verify the security of the hardware and 
software components, ensuring transparency and trustworthiness.

Robotics
Open-source robotics includes the integration of transparent software and hardware 
in crafting robotic systems. This approach champions the dissemination of designs, 
programming, and resources, fostering a culture of collective innovation in the 
robotics realm, as per Kehoe et al. [33]. The best representation of this is the Arduino 
initiative, a revered microcontroller platform pivotal for numerous robotic projects 
[34]. On the software front, frameworks like the Robot Operating System (ROS) equip 
developers with essential libraries and tools, streamlining the creation of robotic 
applications, as discussed by Connolly et al. [35].

The embrace of open-source robotics brings a wide variety of benefits to the 
table. It supports improved transparency and inclusivity with such an environment 
encouraging swift prototyping and evolution, with developers augmenting pre-
existing designs and reciprocating with enhancements for the broader community. 
This ethos not only stimulates collaboration but also paves the way for significant cost 
reductions. By sidestepping proprietary avenues, developers can harness cost-effective 
solutions, exemplified by the Raven laparoscopic surgery robot, which offers a more 
economical alternative to its commercial counterparts [36].

Machinery & Production Tools

Automotive

In the automotive domain, the open-source movement has been instrumental 
in fostering innovation and expanding the boundaries of vehicular technology. 
Noteworthy projects such as Rally Fighter (Figure 8), Riversimple Urban Car, 
OpenXC, OScar, Wikispeed, and OSVehicle Tabby have been at the forefront of 
this revolution. These initiatives offer enthusiasts and professionals alike access to 
open-source hardware tools, facilitating experimentation and the development of 
novel automotive solutions. For instance, Kochanthara et al [37] highlight active the 
landscape of automotive software on platforms like GitHub providing insights into 
the multidisciplinary nature of this industry, traditionally dominated by closed-source 
development. Moreover, the Open Source Hardware (OSHW) Maker Movement, as 
discussed by Richardson [38] has been pivotal in democratizing the tools for creating 
sophisticated automotive parts and products, suggesting a future where domestic 
production tools might even allow for printing cars at home.
 
Aircraft

Open-source aviation encompasses both hardware and software that are openly 
available and developed, allowing for modifications and adaptations. This methodology 
champions collective innovation, customization, and collaboration within the aviation 
sector. A prime example of this open-source ethos in aviation software is the FAST-
OAD platform, a brainchild of ONERA and ISAE-SUPAERO [39]. This platform 
facilitates the scrutiny, dimensioning, and fine-tuning of aircraft blueprints. Designed 
with user adaptability and modularity in mind, it empowers global researchers and 
industry stakeholders to diversify the aircraft design trajectory, encompassing 

novel configurations and models. Notably, FAST-OAD has been instrumental in 
explorations centred on the conceptualization of hydrogen-powered commercial 
aircraft [40]. OpenAP also stands out in open-source aviation software, offering a 
holistic aircraft performance model tailored for aviation studies and simulations [41]. 
Rooted in transparent aircraft surveillance data and established literature models, 
OpenAP delivers an exhaustive model encapsulating aircraft attributes, performance 
metrics, and utility libraries. Beyond software, the aviation sector is witnessing a surge 
in open-source hardware initiatives. A case in point is AWEsome (Airborne Wind 
Energy Standardized Open-source Model Environment), a benchmarking platform 
for airborne wind energy mechanisms [42]. Comprising cost-effective hardware 
and underpinned by open-source software, AWEsome offers a platform for research 
entities and emerging ventures to evaluate control methodologies, design paradigms, 
and flight operations.

Electric Vehicle Chargers

Open source electric vehicle charger systems play an important role in electric 
vehicle (EV) infrastructure. These systems can play a crucial role in the charging 
process and can have a significant impact on the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of 
EVs. One study by Sioshansi & Denholm [43] highlights the value of plug-in hybrid 
electric vehicles (PHEVs) as grid resources. The study demonstrates that a PHEV 
fleet can provide benefits to the power system, particularly through the provision of 
ancillary services, which can reduce the need for conventional generator capacity. 
Another study by Cetin & Yaz [44] focuses on the design aspects of an integrated and 
isolated unidirectional lithium-ion battery charger for a small-scale electric vehicle. 
The study presents a three-step approach involving simulation, prototype development, 
and the final product. In addition to traditional charging systems, there are innovative 
approaches being explored. The infrastructure for EV charging systems is crucial 
for the growth and revitalization of the EV market, as highlighted by Kim & Joung 
[45]. Furthermore, the use of renewable energy sources for charging infrastructure is 
explored in a study by [46]. The authors propose a smart charging infrastructure that 
can accumulate, store, and transfer surplus energy to the power grid.

3D Printers

In the field of 3D printers and scanners, projects like the RepRap project, LulzBot, 
and Thingiverse have made significant contributions [47]. These projects provide users 
with open source hardware tools that enable them to experiment with 3D printing and 
scanning technologies. Since the early days of development, a series of open-source 
endeavours have played a transformative role in advancing the technology’s capabilities 
and reach. The RepRap project stands out as a foundational effort in democratizing 
3D printing, emphasizing the importance of distributed manufacturing and cost-
effective solutions [48]. LulzBot, another key player, embodies the spirit of open-
source, offering a platform that encourages users to delve deep into the intricacies of 
3D printing technologies [49]. Thingiverse serves as a collaborative hub, providing a 
space for enthusiasts to share and access a plethora of design files (Taubin, Moreno, 
& Lopes, 2014). Moreover, the fusion of the Internet of Things (IoT) with 3D printing 
has ushered in novel opportunities, particularly in the realm of remote engineering, 
enhancing the predictability and efficiency of the printing process [16]. Additionally, 
innovations such as open-source syringe extrusion heads have expanded the scope of 
3D printers, facilitating the printing of specialized materials like gels and bio-inks, 
which holds immense potential for sectors like bio fabrication and tissue engineering 
[50].

Other Traditional Engineering

Architecture and Design

In the area of architecture and design, open-source initiatives have been 
instrumental in revolutionizing the way people approach construction and spatial 
design. Projects such as WikiHouse, Opendesk, and OpenStructures [51] stand as 
testaments to this transformative shift. These platforms empower users with open-
source hardware tools, fostering an environment where architectural and design 
innovations can be explored and refined.

WikiHouse, in particular, has emerged as a beacon for sustainable and accessible 
construction. Founded by Parvin and LeRodiaconou in 2011, this project was unveiled 
at the Gwanju Design Biennale in South Korea and has since garnered global attention 
[52]. With its emphasis on resource-light sustainable homes, WikiHouse champions 
the democratization of construction. The platform thrives on a collaborative ethos, 
with contributors from around the world adding creative-commons licensed designs 
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to its digital repository. This encourages the adaptation and evolution of these designs 
using open-source tools, such as Sketchup and CNC router systems. The Wiki House 
project is distinguished by its transparent approach to design. It offers comprehensive 
open-source plans, encompassing images, material descriptions, part lists, and 
detailed files for each construction component.

Domotics

Home automation, often termed as “domotics” or “smart home technology,” 
encompasses a suite of systems and innovations designed to automate various 
household functions [53]. Its core objectives include optimizing economic efficiency, 
enhancing well-being, mitigating domestic hazards, and judiciously harnessing 
natural resources like sunlight. By combining control and automation technologies, 
domotics helps raise the levels of comfort, security, and energy conservation within 
residences.

While “domotics” is frequently used synonymously with “home automation” 
and “smart home,” it also denotes the concept of machines that can substitute human 
intervention in household tasks [54]. The evolution of domotics has been driven by 
breakthroughs in telecommunication and the emergence of open-source technological 
solutions. It holds large promise in potentially elevating quality of life, fostering 
independence, and tailoring care for users [55]. According to Simonet & Noyce [55] 
The spectrum of domotics technologies spans from stationary sensors and automated 
gadgets to wearable tech, all capable of autonomously gathering data and taking 
actions.

Scholars from diverse fields such as computer science, engineering, healthcare, 
and physics have shown keen interest in domotics [53-56]. Their explorations have 
delved into its applications in areas like smart home environments, energy demand 
modulation, and managing specific health conditions, including Parkinson’s disease.

Defence & Weaponry

A controversial area of open source hardware development is in the defence and 
weaponry production area. In addition to evidence indicating the production and 
use of 3d printed open source parts and equipment in conflicts globally, including 
Myanmar [57], Syria (All 3DP, 2016), Ukraine [58] and Europe [59], more formalised 
organisation have emerged to support the production of open-source weaponry such as 
Defense Distributed. This organisation, founded in 2012, controversially launched an 
online open-source organization that developed and distributed digital plans and files 
to allow the production of DIY firearms, known as “wiki weapons” or “Ghost Guns”, 
using 3d printing and CNC milling based machinery. The company was at the centre 
of controversy for developing and releasing the “Liberator” [60], the self-purported 
“first completely 3d printed gun” in 2013, by providing publicly available 3d printable 
STL files to the public, which within days were subjected to a removal demand from 
the United States Department of State [61] for violations of the International Traffic in 
Arms Regulations.

 In 2018, Defense Distributed released an additional 10 CAD files for public 
download at DEFCAD, a publicly searchable 3d printing repository launched by 
Defence Distributed known as “The Pirate Bay of 3D Printing” [62], adding further 
controversy to the space. Legal battles and lawsuits are ongoing in relation to these 
organisations and files, highlighting the critical importance of regulation, national 
and international laws and general public & governmental perception of open-source 
hardware, in the adoption and conflict resulting from open-source ideologies in 
traditional sectors.

Open StreetMap

OpenStreetMap (OSM) has emerged as a groundbreaking platform in the 
geospatial sector, offering user-generated street maps that adhere to the peer production 
model, akin to the collaborative spirit of Wikipedia [63]. This open-source project has 
been vital to numerous applications, from providing a foundation for routing services 
in R [64] to enabling the development of innovative vehicle localization methods 
without the need for prior LiDAR maps [65].

The humanitarian sector has particularly benefited from OSM, with large-scale 
mapping efforts being undertaken to support disaster preparedness and response 
[66]. In regions where comprehensive mapping data is scarce, OSM has been 
leveraged to detect missing buildings, enhancing the efficiency of humanitarian 
mapping campaigns (Li et al., 2022). The academic community has also recognized 

the multidisciplinary potential of OSM, with studies exploring its applications, data 
quality, and community dynamics.

Environmental & Energy

Renewable Energy

In the realm of renewable energy, numerous open-source initiatives have 
significantly influenced the advancement of sustainable energy solutions. Notably, the 
creation of GEA (Geophysical and Environmental Applications) [67], an open-source 
framework for modelling atmospheric and oceanic phenomena within the finite 
volume C++ library OpenFOAM [68] has been pivotal. This framework has facilitated 
a deeper comprehension of the dynamics of renewable energy sources by introducing a 
non-hydrostatic atmospheric model that employs a pressure-based solver for the Euler 
equations. The accuracy and reliability of this approach have been validated through 
comparisons with existing numerical data, underscoring its potential in the renewable 
energy sector [67].

Building on the drive towards a sustainable future, numerous other open-
source solutions have emerged to further bolster the renewable energy sector. An 
innovative IoT-based SCADA system has been developed to monitor and supervise 
renewable energy generation units, offering a cost-effective and efficient approach to 
energy management [69]. Additionally, educational tools like an open-source solution 
for simulating variable speed wind turbines have been introduced to enhance the 
understanding and application of sustainable energy in academic settings [70].

Plastic Recycling

Open-source plastic recycling is a rapidly developing concept, aiming to tackle 
the environmental and economic hurdles posed by plastic waste. Pioneering work by 
Baechler et al. [48] introduced a concept for distributed recycling of waste polymers, 
facilitated by 3D Printers, into RepRap feedstock. This comprehensive study assessed 
prior designs of waste plastic extruders, commonly termed Recycle Bots (Figure 
10), using a weighted evaluation matrix. From this assessment, they proposed and 
meticulously detailed an enhanced design, encompassing component summaries, 
testing methodologies, basic life cycle analysis, and extrusion outcomes. Their findings 
revealed that the recycled plastic filament averaged a mass of 0.564 g/100mm length, 
consuming 0.06 kWh/m of energy. This underscored the technical viability of crafting 
feedstock filament for the RepRap from waste plastic using a decentralized recycling 
apparatus.

The real-world ramifications of Baechler et al.’s research are significant, opening 
up new concept in waste recycling. The Recycle Bot’s proficiency in curbing RepRap’s 
operational expenses paved the way for decentralized in-home plastic recycling, 
and subsequent concepts such as the Precious Plastic’s recycling tools initiative [71], 
and causing ripple effects on municipal waste management strategies, potentially 
diminishing costs, greenhouse gas emissions from waste collection and transportation, 
and the environmental footprint of fabricating bespoke plastic components. 

Water Systems

Open-source innovations in water filtration and irrigation offer transformative 
solutions for sustainable and economical water management in farming. Utilizing 
open-source principles combined with hands-on (DIY) techniques, these systems 
promote widespread community participation in their refinement and customization 
(Ahmad et al., 2018). A distinctive feature of these systems is their emphasis on micro-
irrigation practices, which include methods such as drip, spray, jet, and bubbler 
watering techniques , as outlined by Marella et al. [72]. These techniques direct water 
straight to the plant’s root zone, minimizing evaporation losses and optimizing 
water usage [73]. Payero et al. [74] discusses how their intuitive design makes them 
particularly appealing to farmers, especially in resource-constrained environments. 
In terms of agricultural output, these open-source methodologies have demonstrated 
positive results. Studies suggest that crops irrigated using drip methods often produce 
superior yields in both volume and quality [73].

Communities

Open source communities are collaborative groups where individuals and 
entities collaboratively contribute to the enhancement of open source initiatives. 
These ecosystems thrive on the mutual exchange of code, insights, and resources, 
underpinned by values of openness, teamwork, and recognition based on merit [75]. 
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A notable instance of such an initiative is the Global Village Construction Set (GVCS) 
by Open Source Ecology. The GVCS comprises 50 distinct industrial tools, all built 
from openly accessible designs and schematics. Designed to be affordable, adaptable, 
and modular, the GVCS empowers individuals and groups to craft tools essential 
for sustainable lifestyles [75]. Lerner & Tirole [75] delved into the motivations of 
solo developers and corporate entities participating in open source activities. Their 
findings suggest that aspects of labour economics, particularly the notion of “career 
aspirations,” coupled with theories of industrial organization, shed light on the 
nuances of open source contributions. They also highlighted intriguing avenues for 
further exploration in the realm of open source. The organizational structures steering 
open source ecosystems have also been scrutinized.

Scientific Hardware

Open-Source Lab

The Open-Source Lab initiative emphasizes the creation and documentation of 
open-source hardware instruments tailored for scientific research . Unlike proprietary 
projects, this venture is rooted in the open-source ethos, offering users a platform to 
explore scientific tools that are open and modifiable [76]. Open-source hardware is 
characterized by designs and documentation that are publicly accessible, granting 
everyone the freedom to analyse, adapt, distribute, and utilize the hardware [77]. 
By aligning with these principles, the Open-Source Lab offers tools that champion 
modification and dissemination. 

The adoption of open-source hardware in the scientific domain has seen a surge, 
presenting benefits such as cost-effectiveness when juxtaposed with commercial 
equipment [11]. Utilizing digital fabrication methods, researchers have crafted top-tier 
scientific instruments at costs significantly lower than their commercial counterparts. 
The Open-Source Lab champions the widespread accessibility of scientific tools, 
making them both affordable and available. By offering these tools, the initiative 
equips scientists and researchers to craft tailored sensing and data collection systems, 
catering to distinct research objectives [29].

OpenBCI

OpenBCI is a pioneering open-source EEG amplifier that has significantly 
impacted neuroscience research , according to Storzer et al. [78]. This platform offers 
open-source tools, empowering users to delve into EEG methodologies. The core of 
OpenBCI is a compact EEG amplifier adept at capturing local field potentials (LFPs) 
from the brain. Numerous research projects have utilized this amplifier to gather EEG 
data at an impressive 2,048Hz sampling rate [78]. The data acquired can be further 
refined and interpreted using open-source software solutions like OpenBCI and 
Svarog.

Open Source Imaging in Biology 

The evolution of sophisticated 3D imaging, design, and printing methodologies 
has profoundly enriched the realm of biological sciences. A notable initiative in 
this domain is the creation of open-source hardware instruments tailored for 3D 
visualization, design, and printing. The primary objective of these activities is to 
democratize access to these groundbreaking tools, making them both affordable and 
user-friendly for researchers [79]. 3D modelling, and 3D printing have ushered in a 
transformative era for the study and presentation of biological specimens. A study 
by Keaveney et al [80], show that these advancements not only enhance research 
capabilities but also revolutionize educational approaches, providing students and 
educators with hands-on tools to explore and understand the complexities of life in 
three dimensions, via the impactful applications in the field.

Medical Devices

Open Prosthetics Project

The Open Prosthetics Initiative is a pioneering effort focused on creating and 
disseminating open-source blueprints for prosthetic equipment. This initiative is 
rooted in the broader open design (OD) philosophy, which champions collective 
efforts and the free exchange of expertise and tools [81]. By harnessing the power 
of modern computer-aided design (CAD) tools, additive production methods, and 
graphic software, the initiative aims to overcome the challenges and exorbitant costs 
linked to conventional prosthetics. The primary goal is to make prosthetics more 
accessible, especially for those in economically challenged settings or in regions with 

limited healthcare infrastructure. The Open Prosthetics Initiative exemplifies the 
transformative potential of open design in crafting intricate tools like prosthetics 
(Freire et al., 2021). By promoting remote teamwork and pooling diverse skills, the 
project accelerates innovation. By offering prosthetic designs as open-source resources, 
the initiative encourages a collaborative spirit and the broader adoption of open design 
principles in prosthetics.

Open-source Ventilator

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the global demand for mechanical ventilators 
surged, prompting the emergence of open-source ventilators as a potential solution, 
especially in underserved areas [82]. These cost-effective ventilators were developed 
with the primary goal of assisting critically ill COVID-19 patients who needed 
respiratory support [81]. Notable examples include the RepRapable Automated Bag 
Valve Mask-based Ventilator, crafted by Michigan Technological University, which is 
designed using easily obtainable materials, offering a practical option for healthcare 
centres facing a deficit of standard ventilators and the TeamOSV ventilator systems 
developed by an open source global team centred in Ireland [83].

E-Nable Project

The E-Nable initiative is a community-driven effort dedicated to creating 
3D-printed upper-limb prosthetic devices for those in need , as outlined by Rivard et 
al. [84]. Its mission focuses on offering cost-effective and easily accessible alternatives 
to conventional prosthetics, especially for those hindered by financial constraints or 
other challenges. Harnessing the power of open-source platforms, E-Nable promotes 
a collaborative spirit among its contributors, emphasizing user-centric designs and 
enhanced accessibility. The project’s commitment to user-led and open methodologies 
has garnered praise, with many healthcare innovators endorsing such approaches for 
their transformative potential. E-Nable stands as a testament to how user-centric, open 
innovations can elevate healthcare standards and patient safety [84].

Conclusion

Exploring pre-COVID open source scientific designs unveils innovation, 
collaboration, and knowledge democratization. This paper delves into best practices 
across Science, Engineering, and ICT, spotlighting standout applications that showcase 
open source hardware’s potential [85-90].

Open source principles drive scientific design innovation, enabling shared 
progress and cost-effective alternatives. Modifications tailored to specific research 
needs enhance appeal. Community support and funding bolster open source design 
development. However, challenges exist. Ensuring design quality and reliability amidst 
variability is a hurdle. Standardized documentation lacks, complicating replication 
and modification. Legal and regulatory complexities add further layers.

Yet, undeniable potential surfaces through case studies - EEG amplifiers, 
3D-printed prosthetics - advancing research and lives. This journey blends triumphs 
and challenges, reflecting collaboration’s power. COVID-19 spotlighted open source 
hardware’s role in crises, like rapid ventilator development. Future holds promise, 
aligning with interconnected world needs. Open source principles will steer research’s 
future amid challenges.

In summary, exploring best practices in open source scientific designs reveals 
insights and lessons. Open source spurs innovation, access, and crisis response. As 
we forge ahead, these insights guide open source hardware, fuelling research’s future 
despite challenges.
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